Simplifying medical storage for you.

Solaire Medical focuses on creating value for its customers with the best product and service offering in the industry. Our team of storage consultants and sales representatives collectively have decades of medical storage knowledge and understand the issues and storage needs of hospital supply chain management and clinical departments. Our products reflect that knowledge, with innovations in materials and construction.

**Products designed for healthcare**

Our InnerSpace portfolio of products is a robust offering of modular casework and mobile storage products that improve efficiency and organization of supplies throughout a hospital. Four product lines and a broad accessory offering provide a range of functional and aesthetic choices. Our products can be found on many contracts, including Premier and Vizient.
**Storage analysis, design, and support services**

We partner with architects, construction managers, equipment planners, and interior designers, and clinical professionals to create storage plans that improve a department’s efficiency and organization. Our storage consultants provide complimentary onsite analysis. They evaluate work flow, space constraints, compliance and safety issues, and department organization. Design services include space planning and elevation and plan drawings of individual products or entire room layouts. Support services include proposal support, project management, logistics, and installation services throughout the lifecycle of a project.

**Direct manufacturer, in-house capabilities**

Our in-house design, engineering, and manufacturing capabilities keep us responsive to requests for customized products and give us the ability to streamline lead-times. A knowledgeable and attentive customer service team supports our customers through specification and delivery.

We’ve taken the work out of department-specific storage planning by offering carts and cabinets preconfigured for the specialized needs of clinical departments and general storage areas.
Surgery

High-density storage provides convenient access for surgical supplies and improves staff efficiency without taking up valuable square footage in ORs. Non-porous product construction supports infection prevention efforts. Glass doors and labels help staff quickly identify supplies to facilitate faster prep and turnaround time.

- Non-porous Airecore cabinets with seamless edge banding and a brushed aluminum finish are a low-maintenance alternative to stainless steel
- Modular design allows interior reconfiguration when inventory and package sizes change
- Interior storage components are interchangeable among product lines
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LED lights in carts and cabinets help staff identify supplies during low-light procedures
Evolve cabinet (SEB2736TGC) with LED lights (SEHLED); accessories sold separately; Roam 2 laproscopy cart (SR2GLAP) with LED lights (SR2LED)

Slat wall provides additional exterior storage space
Roam 1 with pull-out suture and slat wall (SR1GL with SRSWL), accessories sold separately

Angled shelves keep suture boxes in place and efficiently store and organize a variety of box sizes
Pull-out suture module (SPSM)
Trays can be organized and reorganized as needs or supplies change
Tray with dividers (STD2)

Interior dividers maximize storage capacity
Evolve cabinet with divided shelves (SEC1927TLDS)

Configure and reconfigure interiors with the FlexCell system
Roam 2 laproscopy cart (SR2GLAP) with brushed aluminum finish and LED lights (SR2LED)

Store varied types and sizes of catheters, inducers, and other supplies
TEE probe cabinet (SEC1936PGT)

Our proprietary AireCore wraps an impervious material around an interior structure that is durable and lightweight. Combine AireCore with our seamless edge banding and you have a product that is resistant to moisture, bacterial growth, and corrosion. Unlike metal construction, AireCore offers design options, from roll-top or hinged doors to surface materials and customization.
Mobile supply carts offered in a variety of sizes accommodate different room sizes and layouts:

- Roam 2 open heart (SR2GOH) with brushed aluminum finish
- Roam 3 vascular cart (SR3GVS)
- Roam 4 surgical supply cart (SR4GSS)
Cardiac Cath Lab

Protect the costly equipment and supplies in the cardiac cath lab with products designed for quick access and visibility to and safe storage of catheters, guide wires, introducers, and boxed supplies. The flexibility of our casework and mobile carts, especially when coupled with FlexCell and preconfigured interiors, gives staff and clinicians options on how best to arrange and store the many sizes of diagnostic and interventional catheters and patient care supplies.
• Stationary catheter cabinets can be used alone or within a run of modular casework. Mobile catheter carts, preconfigured with cardiac cath supplies, can be shared among procedure rooms.

• Glass doors offer visibility to contents; roll-top doors offer a space-efficient option by eliminating room needed for door swing.

• The FlexCell system and interior components offer a reconfigurable storage approach that can evolve as department needs and supplies change.

Anti-tip safety mechanism allows only one box to pull out at a time.

Roam 3 boxed catheter and supply cart (SR3RBG)

Store varied types and sizes of catheters, inducers, and other supplies.

TEE probe cabinet (SEC1927PRIT)
80.5”-high cart stores catheters up to 64” in length
Roam 2 long catheter cart (SR2GC)

Safely store 10-15 catheter packages per hook and pulls out for full access to catheters
Cath manager® module (S27M1CM3)

FlexCell interiors provide options to store long and short catheters and general patient care supplies
Evolve catheter cabinet (SEC193ETGCC)
Roam 2 long and short catheter cart (SR2GLSC)
Endoscopy

Protect your scopes with better options than wood pegs and Plexiglass holders. Our ventilated and cushioned scope carts and cabinets are designed to keep a variety of endoscopes clean, dry, and secure. An efficient and adequate storage system results in better work flow, less loss and expiration of supplies, and better management of inventory for restocking—benefits for both the staff’s productivity and the hospital’s ROI.

Adjustable scope managers™ adapt to different lengths of scopes; adjustable cord retainers manage both short and long endoscopes
HEPA filtered fan unit provides positive air flow to scope cabinets (SFVU)
Cushioned back panel protects scope optics; ventilated bottom circulates air; removable drip tray eases cleaning

Specialty lightweight carts designed with endoscopes in mind safely and securely store and transport scopes
Scope cart (SR2GS)
• Storage for all sizes of scopes in both mobile and stationary configurations

• Impervious AireCore or stainless steel carts and cabinets address infection prevention initiatives

• Our scope cabinets and carts comply with Joint Commission, SGNA, and AORN standards for storing and drying scopes

Store small scopes on exterior without sacrificing interior space
Tempo 27 cart with side-mounted scope cabinet (ST27BN with SSMSC)

Preconfigured carts target the organization and identification of small supplies
Roam 2 endovascular cart (SR2GEN)

Transport soiled scopes for processing
Roam 1 counter-height cart with trays (SR1CGL with STD4)

Brushed aluminum finish offers a low-maintenance option to stainless steel
Tempo cart with brushed aluminum finish (ST27S6)
Roll-top doors address the space constraints of often crowded scope storage rooms; glass doors provide visibility to contents. A variety of cabinet sizes offer options for storing varying numbers of scopes:

- 36"w scope cabinet (SEC1936SRTS)
- 26.75"w scope cabinet (SEC1927GRS)
- 26.75"w scope cabinet (SEC1927SRTS)
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Interventional Radiology

A range of cart and casework sizes and interior configurations guarantees staff can efficiently organize and store a variety of supplies for an ever-growing number of interventional radiology procedures. General storage carts as well as crash and medication carts round out the offering.

Boxed catheter cabinets with pull-out boxes and dividers offer easy access and organize sizes and styles of catheters. Anti-tip safety mechanism allows only one box to pull out at a time.

Evolve boxed catheter cabinet (SEC1936TRTBC);
Boxed catheter insert (S27BC2-AT)
• Range of sizes and interior configurations

• Multiple types of locking systems keep costly equipment and supplies secure

• A modular design incorporating FlexCell interiors offers flexible storage of supplies

80.5”-high specialty cart designed to store extra-long catheters
Roam 2 long catheter cart (SR2G2C)

Storage solutions for areas where space is at a premium
Narrow Tempo 24 (STN24W5)

Store a variety of catheters and general patient care supplies
Roam 3 7-cue catheter and supply cart (SR3G7C0)
Organized for the storage of stents above and long catheters below
Roam 2 diagnostic catheter cart (SR2GCC)

Store a variety of catheters and general patient care supplies
Roam 2 EP cart (SR2REP)

FlexCell interior can be outfitted with shelves, trays, and baskets for maximum storage capacity
Evolve cabinet with offset column (SEC1940TGRC), accessories sold separately
Evolve cabinet with divided shelves (SEC2736TGDS)
Emergency

Supply and equipment storage in the ED is as broad and varied as the people and ailments treated there. Storage products with lock options and flexible interior configurations address the fast-moving, unpredictable nature of emergency departments.

Our extensive offering of preconfigured carts and cabinets targets the storage of department- and procedure-specific supplies. An optional breakaway lock bar offers fail-safe security and confidence that a crash cart is fully stocked.

- Roam 1 PPE cart (SR1GPPE)
- Tempo 30 crash cart (ST30R6 with CVP) and breakaway lock bar (STLB)
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Maximize interior storage capacity with FlexCell interiors
Create the interior configuration that makes sense for the type, size, and accessibility of small and bulky items
Evolve cabinet with Flexcell and center column (SEC2736TGC), accessories sold separately

• Range of specialty carts dedicated to specific treatments and procedures
• Electronic locks, including two proximity lock options, offer security levels and quick access
Lightweight carts can move supplies among ER bays or store supplies in space-constrained areas

Narrow Tempo 27” (STN27W6)

Evolve cabinet with accessory pack (SEC1927TGLAP)

Preconfigured carts target storage of procedure-specific supplies

Roam 3 GI staple cart (SR3GGi)

Efficiently organize a variety of suture boxes

Closed suture cart (SRSCS) with 4” and 8” trays (ST4 and ST8)
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General Supply Areas

FlexCell is a configurable and flexible system that responds to change. Stationary cabinets and mobile carts with FlexCell interiors maximize storage space. Divide shelves and trays to organize small supplies or use open shelves and large baskets to hold bulky supplies. All interior components are interchangeable among our cart and cabinet lines.

- Fine-tune interior configuration for small and large supplies
- Counter-height and 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-compartment lockable mobile supply carts offer options for large or small storage spaces
- Preconfigured casework and carts organize interiors to hold supplies and equipment specific to treatments and procedures
Configure and reconfigure FlexCell interiors with a variety of trays, baskets, and shelves with dividers.

Roam ortho/cast cart (SR3GOC)

Match or complement surrounding décor

Roam 2 cart with Wilsonart 5th Avenue Elm (SR2G)

Roam 2 cart (SR2G) with Wilsonart Blue Agave (4919) laminate, accessories sold separately

A casework approach creates a cohesive combination of modular cabinetry

Evolve base and upper cabinets (SEC2736BSC and SEC1336UG), accessories sold separately
Affix label holders to trays and baskets for quick identification and access (SLH35)

Lightweight procedure carts can be moved easily throughout a hospital
Tempo 21 procedure cart (ST21W4)
Tempo 27 with Caribbean drawer finish (ST27WN)

From narrow to wide, mobile carts offer efficient storage in small spaces and maximum capacity in supply rooms
Roam 1 general storage cart (SR1RGS)
Roam 4 general storage cart (SR4RGS)
Roam Supply Carts

Roam high-density mobile supply carts maximize space in an efficient footprint.

Two heights, four widths, and a straightforward kit of components and procedure-specific accessories let you create exactly the cart you need for departments throughout a hospital.

**Roam 1 counter-height cart**
The Roam 1 counter-height cart has a glass door that can be hinged on the right or left side. The cart features a metal work surface.

- Exterior dimensions: 20”w x 28.75”d x 44.25”h
- Weight: 95 lbs
- Interior configuration: 13 cells
- Product number: SR1CGL, SR1CGR

**Roam 2 counter-height cart**
The Roam 2 counter-height cart has two lockable tempered glass doors. The cart can be ordered with or without a center column.

- Exterior dimensions: 37.5”w x 28.75”d x 44.25”h
- Weight: 145 lbs
- Interior configuration: 26 cells (13 per compartment)
- Product number: SR2G

**Roam 1 cart**
The Roam 1 cart comes with one lockable counterbalanced roll-top door or one lockable tempered glass door that can be hinged on the right or left side. A 5” sloped top is also available on carts with glass doors.

- Exterior dimensions: 20”w x 28.75”d x 75.25”h (glass door)
  20”w x 28.75”d x 81”h (roll-top door)
- Weight: 120 lbs
- Interior configuration: 25 cells
- Product number:
  SR1GR, SR1GL (glass door)
  SR1R (roll-top door)

**Roam 2 cart**
The Roam 2 cart has one lockable counterbalanced roll-top door or two lockable tempered glass doors. The cart can be ordered with or without a center column.

- Exterior dimensions: 37.5”w x 28.75”d x 75.25”h (glass doors)
  37.5”w x 28.75”d x 81”h (roll-top door)
- Weight: 193 lbs
- Interior configuration: 50 cells (25 per compartment)
- Product number:
  SR2G (glass doors)
  SR2R (roll-top door)

**Roam 3 cart**
The Roam 3 cart has two lockable counterbalanced roll-top doors or a single and double set of lockable tempered glass doors. The cart can be ordered with a single compartment on the left and two center columns, with a right center column, or with a left center column.

- Exterior dimensions: 57”w x 28.75”d x 75.25”h (glass doors)
  57”w x 28.75”d x 81”h (roll-top doors)
- Weight: 293 lbs (glass doors)*
  288 lbs (roll-top doors)*
- Interior configuration: 75 cells (25 per compartment)
- Product number:
  SR3G (glass doors)
  SR3R (roll-top doors)

**Roam 4 cart**
The Roam 4 cart has two lockable counterbalanced roll-top doors or two sets of lockable tempered glass doors. The cart can be ordered with three center columns, two center columns on the right side, two center columns on the left side, or one center column.

- Exterior dimensions: 74”w x 28.75”d x 75.25”h (glass doors)
  74”w x 28.75”d x 81”h (roll-top doors)
- Weight: 376 lbs (glass doors)*
  371 lbs (roll-top doors)*
- Interior configuration: 100 cells (25 per compartment)
- Product number:
  SR4G (glass doors)
  SR4R (roll-top doors)

*Weights shown are for carts with center columns. Counter-height center column is 10 lbs; full-height center column is 23 lbs.
Steel top and base provide case stability
Concealed hinge design
Position hinge keeps door open to the position user places it
Lightweight aluminum composite construction
FlexCell design minimizes space between interior components for maximum storage capacity
Easy-grip stainless steel push/pull handle
Corner posts accept a variety of side-mounted accessories
5" lockable medical-grade casters

Soft White  Bisque  Yellow  Red  Royal  Brushed Aluminum  Laminate
Evolve Casework

Evolve cabinets and casework create a flexible storage system that organizes a hospital’s most supply-intensive departments.

The benefits of Evolve modular casework include lower installation costs, flexibility to reconfigure, and depreciation rates of seven years versus fixed casework’s 31 years. Interiors can be outfitted with the FlexCell system or preconfigured to address the specific storage and supply needs of departments.

Evolve upper and base cabinets

**Base cabinet**
The 34.5”-high base cabinet comes in 3 widths and 2 depths. Cabinet has a lockable solid-front or roll-top door and 4”-high toe kick. Order countertop separately.

**Exterior dimensions:**
- 18.75”w x 27.25”d x 34.5”h
- 26.75”w x 19.25”d x 34.5”h
- 36”w x 27.25”d x 34.5”h

**Cabinet with 6”h toe kick is 36.5”h; cabinet with no toe kick is 30.5”h**

**Interior configuration:**
- 11 FlexCells, 22 in cabinet with center column (hinged door)
- 8 FlexCells, 16 in cabinet with center column (roll-top door)
- 36”-wide cabinet available with or without center column

**Upper cabinet**
This 13”-deep, 30”-high upper cabinet comes in 3 widths and has 1 adjustable full-width shelf. Door options include tempered glass or solid-front doors.

**Exterior dimensions:**
- 18.75”w x 13”d x 30”h
- 26.75”w x 13”d x 30”h
- 36”w x 13”d x 30”h

**Interior configuration:**
- Shelf adjusts in 1.25” increments

**Evolve 19.25”d cabinets**

**26.75”w cabinet**
The 26.75”-wide, 19.25”-deep, 84”-high includes a counterbalanced roll-top door or solid-front or tempered glass door that can be hinged on the left or the right. Cabinet has a 4”-high toe kick.

**Exterior dimensions:**
- 26.75”w x 19.25”d x 84”h

**Cabinet with 6” toe kick is 86”h; cabinet with no toe kick is 80”h**

**Interior configuration:**
- 30 FlexCells (hinged door)
- 27 FlexCells (roll-top door)

**36”w cabinet**
The 36”-wide, 84”-high cabinet is available with no center column. Door choices include a counterbalanced roll-top door or solid-front or tempered glass doors. Cabinet has a 4”-high toe kick.

**Exterior dimensions:**
- 36”w x 19.25”d x 84”h

**Cabinet with 6” toe kick is 86”h; cabinet with no toe kick is 80”h**

**Interior configuration:**
- 30 FlexCells (hinged door)
- 27 FlexCells (roll-top door)

**40”w cabinet**
The 40”-wide, 19.25”-deep, 84”-high cabinet includes a wide and narrow compartment. Door choices include solid-front or tempered glass doors. Cabinet has a 4”-high toe kick.

**Exterior dimensions:**
- 40”w x 19.25”d x 84”h

**Cabinet with 6” toe kick is 86”h; cabinet with no toe kick is 80”h**

**Interior configuration:**
- 30 FlexCells per compartment, 60 total

**Evolve 27.25”d cabinets**

**18.75”w cabinet**
The 18.75”-wide, 27.25”-deep, 84”-high includes a counterbalanced roll-top door or solid-front or tempered glass door that can be hinged on the left or the right. Cabinet has a 4”-high toe kick.

**Exterior dimensions:**
- 18.75”w x 27.25”d x 84”h

**Cabinet with 6” toe kick is 86”h; cabinet with no toe kick is 80”h**

**Interior configuration:**
- 30 FlexCells (hinged door)
- 27 FlexCells (roll-top door)

**36”w cabinet**
The 36”-wide, 84”-high cabinet is available with center column, no center column, or split center column. Door choices include a counterbalanced roll-top door or solid-front or tempered glass doors. Cabinet has a 4”-high toe kick.

**Exterior dimensions:**
- 36”w x 27.25”d x 84”h

**Cabinet with 6” toe kick is 86”h; cabinet with no toe kick is 80”h**

**Interior configuration:**
- 30 FlexCells, 60 in cabinet with center column (hinged door)
- 27 FlexCells, 54 in cabinet with center column (roll-top door)

**Evolve cabinets options**
- Sloped top
- Keyed or keyless locks
- 6” toe kick or no toe kick
- Variety of interior accessories
Aluminum channel on glass door

Concealed hinge design

Self-closing door

FlexCell design minimizes space between interior components for maximum storage capacity

FlexCell accepts trays, baskets, and shelves

Seamless edge banding

Aluminum tracks on cabinet interior accept LED lights

Cabinet construction is AireCore aluminum composite, wood compression board, stainless steel

Separate toe kick simplifies installation
Standard 4”h toe kick, 6”h or no toe kick options
Tempo Procedure Carts

Tempo procedure carts keep pace with patient care and changing storage needs.

Tempo carts are lightweight, easy to maneuver, and adapt to specific supply and procedure storage. Five heights, two widths, three drawer sizes, and a variety of interior and rail-attached accessories let you address storage solutions for a variety of supplies, procedures, and departments.

Tempo N21 cart (STN21W4)
Exterior dimensions: 21"d x 17.75"w x 33"h
Weight: 80 lbs
Interior configuration: 2 3", 1 6", and 1 9" drawer

Tempo N24 cart (STN24W5)
Exterior dimensions: 21"d x 17.75"w x 36"h
Weight: 85 lbs
Interior configuration: 3 3", 1 6", and 1 9" drawer

Tempo N27 cart (STN27W6)
Exterior dimensions: 21"d x 17.75"w x 39.25"h
Weight: 90 lbs
Interior configuration: 4 3", 1 6", and 1 9" drawer

Tempo N30 cart (STN30W6)
Exterior dimensions: 21"d x 17.75"w x 42.25"h
Weight: 95 lbs
Interior configuration: 3 3", 2 6", and 1 9" drawer

Tempo N33 cart (STN33W6)
Exterior dimensions: 21"d x 17.75"w x 45.5"h
Weight: 100 lbs
Interior configuration: 4 3", 2 6", and 1 9" drawer

Tempo 21 cart (ST21W4)
Exterior dimensions: 21"d x 29.5"w x 33"h
Weight: 120 lbs
Interior configuration: 2 3", 1 6", and 1 9" drawer

Tempo 24 cart (ST24W5)
Exterior dimensions: 21"d x 29.5"w x 36"h
Weight: 130 lbs
Interior configuration: 3 3", 1 6", and 1 9" drawer

Tempo 27 cart (ST27W6)
Exterior dimensions: 21"d x 29.5"w x 39.25"h
Weight: 140 lbs
Interior configuration: 4 3", 1 6", and 1 9" drawer

Tempo 30 cart (ST30W6)
Exterior dimensions: 21"d x 29.5"w x 42.25"h
Weight: 150 lbs
Interior configuration: 3 3", 2 6", and 1 9" drawer

Tempo 33 cart (ST33W6)
Exterior dimensions: 21"d x 29.5"w x 45.5"h
Weight: 160 lbs
Interior configuration: 4 3", 2 6", and 1 9" drawer

Tempo’s modular drawer system adapts to the specific supply needs of different departments. Specify any drawer combination as long as the total height of the drawers equals the height of the cart case.
Pull-out surface clips into place to prevent sliding when stored within cart

Electronic lock design angled to better view and input code

Accessories attach to side and top rails and can be rearranged easily

Aluminum case keeps the cart lighter and easier to maneuver

Durable one-piece drawer box

Full-width drawer pull lets you grab anywhere to open the drawer

Drawer sizes and combinations accommodate a variety of supplies

Durable base adds stability and keeps casters securely in place

5" locking medical-grade casters

Red* Royal* Yellow* White* Bisque* Brushed Aluminum* (upcharges apply)

Caribbean Meadow Lavender Vivid Pink Sky Sunset

*case colors
Rover Workstations

Compact, lightweight, adjustable, and secure—Rover is a caregiver’s all-in-one workstation.

Making the most of valuable space to place supplies or set a laptop or tablet, Rover offers two surfaces without expanding the footprint of a lightweight, highly mobile workstation.

Rover standard workstation (SVN21W4)
Exterior dimensions: 27.75”d x 18”w x 37”h (48.50”h fully extended)
Weight: 90 lbs
Interior configuration: 1 3” and 3 6” drawers

Rover large workstation (SV21W4)
Exterior dimensions: 27.75”d x 29.75”w x 37”h (48.50”h fully extended)
Weight: 140 lbs
Interior configuration: 1 3” and 3 6” drawers

Surfaces have raised edges
Platform holds a standard-sized keyboard
12-inch pneumatic height-adjustment range
Keyed or keyless lock option
Side-mounted rail system places accessories within easy reach
1 3” and 3 6” drawers with full-extension glides
Accessories

Fine-tune carts and cabinets with the accessories you need, located where you need them.

Select a variety of exterior, interior, and procedure-specific accessories to organize carts and cabinets for specific types and sizes of supplies. Interior storage accessories are interchangeable among product lines. Here is a sampling of our accessory offering.

**Interior Storage**
A modular system of shelves, dividers, trays, and baskets lets you arrange the interior configuration of your cabinets and carts and easily reconfigure as supplies and needs change.

- **Trays** (ST2, ST4, ST6)
- **Baskets** (S84, S88)
- **Drawers** (S19D1, S19D2, S27D1, S27D2)
- **Basic metal shelves** (S19S51, S27S51)
- **Cubbies** (ST3C ST6C, ST9C)

**Attached**
Accessories attached to the exteriors of carts keep tools within reach, saving time and providing easy access to essential supplies and equipment.

- **Flip-up work surface** (SFWS)
- **Sharps container** (SSC)
- **Monitor arm** (SFPMA)
- **Pull-out keyboard tray** (SKBT)
- **IV pole** (SMP)

**Procedure-Specific**
Accessory configurations target specific procedures and departments.

- **Cath managers** (S7CM, S9CM)
- **Side-mounted scope cabinet** (SSMSC)
- **Suture module** (SPSM)

**Locks**
Locks for the security level you need, with keyed and keyless options, including proximity locks. A prox lock requires a simple card swipe for access; increase security with a two-step system, which requires a swipe and keypad code.

- **Keyed lock** (SLK)
- **Proximity locks** (SLP, SLQ)
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Solaire Medical specializes in storage solutions for all areas of your healthcare facilities. We offer the InnerSpace® portfolio of products, a cohesive system of carts, cabinets, and modular casework that improves staff and facility efficiency and an organization’s bottom line.

When you purchase our products, you’re buying products made in the U.S.A. and from a direct manufacturer that delivers on-time and error-free.

Contact our service team with your requests or to connect with a sales representative. We’re here to help you specify the best storage products for your needs, whether a standard option or customized solution. We offer complimentary storage analysis, design services, CAD support, and logistics and installation assistance.

Call to schedule a free storage consultation.